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INTRODUCTION 
 
It is said that those who do not understand history are bound to repeat its mistakes.  This booklet 
presents snapshots relevant to Australia’s circumstances in facing the climate effects of 
continental and global warming, the imaginary  “new economy”, and a crisis of confidence in the 
ability of the national government to manage.  Religious dimensions are included because of 
cruelty and other reasons that will become clear.  They can only be assessed through a moral 
dimension which is an invitation the Prime Minister has issued although he might need to be 
reminded that  

“You cannot serve both God and mammon”, “when the righteous increase, the people rejoice, 
but when the wicked rule, the people groan”, and “If a ruler listens to falsehood, all his 
officials will be wicked”.   

He set the standard, I accept the challenge.  He has blatantly refused to adhere to those standards 
and I have to knock harder on his door to just achieve fairness for Australia, me and my causes.  He 
could never convince anyone that the effects of his actions (in my case and add human rights 
matters) would please the Lord: 

• theft of citizens’ rights and deprivation of family sustenance 
• children maimed, starved & killed through slavery & misdeed 
• rollout of 10 fireproof demonstration homes deliberately suppressed 
• heroes treated with contempt 
• waste & stupidity perpetuated, over-taxing future generations, reducing employment and 

harming environments 
• betraying Police Legacy Wall to Wall, men of league, brain tumour sufferers & indigenous 

women’s rugby league 
• community & media deceived & befuddled. 

 
The account starts in 1900 and 120 years later the Novel Coronavirus thence COVID-19 produced 
mayhem, warnings had been ignored and Australia was sliding backwards economically. The 
Federal Government was caught in a crossfire of allegations of plagiarism of Intellectual Property 
(IP) and deceit in budgetary and policy documents, and cronyism and corruption through back-
room deals (“rorts”) including $110,000 in late 2019 and $40+ million overall to the Prime Minister’s 
evangelical church.  Berejiklian initially denied she had handed out $250 million to party donors;  
but then admitted it, saying “everybody does it”. 
 
It includes Morrison protecting Hillsong from investigation of alleged sexual crimes by Hillsong’s 
founder, Berejiklian/s carnal relationship with a corrupt colleague, and various MPs’ connivance 
with Chinese and other foreign agents. 
 
There is supposed to be a self-correcting mechanism called “budget repair” when a government 
finds it mismanaged bushfires and rorts, so that the next one would be better planned and 
organised.  The opposite happened, repair (MYEFO) was cancelled, delays became critical, 
mistakes abounded as the “Canberra Bubble” did not know how to prepare a “plan” as I had done 
in 2 days when BHP announced the closure of steelmaking in Newcastle in 1997.  Non-repair covers 
barbaric practices such as Morrison’s previous RoboDebt social security punishment regime.  It 
includes promoting the deaths of children.  The PM progressively stole this analyst’s “public 
affairs” IP with the loss of benefits and imposition of deadly consequences. 
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Incoming NSW Premier in 2011, Barry O’Farrell, had said – which he reversed in office -  

People told us they were sick of having to fork out millions of dollars for failed government 
promises ….  They wanted government to get its act together with an integrated transport 
strategy.... to meet the needs of customers, not bureaucrats.  And they wanted local people to 
have a say in local planning decisions, and not to have their own neighbourhoods decided by 
the political whims of a backroom power broker ... 

 
That would be a clean system for addressing fair budgets, fair taxes, a more prosperous economy 
which takes care of all, fair rights for individuals and communities, decent values displayed to the 
world as Australia previously did, and intergenerational equity, if done well. 
 
Novel Coronavirus 
 
The COVID-19 pandemic highlights systemic weaknesses in Australia’s political, medical and 
economic structures and processes.  Solutions needed to be as holistic as are the problems.  The 
inter-related areas include international diplomacy, bushfires in tourism areas and political nous.  
The success and failures of leadership saw “repair” refused, with NSW’s third wave being the 
result of pure stupidity but through the micro-managed National Cabinet.  The dominant style is 
braying “optimism dementor”. 
 
The dominant factor in responding to all pandemics is governance, with medical solutions arriving 
later.  Australia was luckier with COVID-19 than most but failed in many respects.  Sensible reform 
ideas have been suppressed, with consequences most dire.  The Murray River economy was 
capriciously and maliciously damaged by Berejiklian’s malicious actions while the curtailment of 
stimulus on 23 July has damaged all small and medium businesses.   
 
The world is star-struck with Victoria’s incredible progress in subduing COVID after a catastrophic 
mistake in quarantine.  For that the Premier, Dan Andrews, was viciously demonised by News and 
even public broadcaster ABC opinionists (journalistic pretenders) – with Trump-like fervour.  
 
NSW’s Premier Berejiklian has refused to enforce movement and mask protocols such that the 
disease has broken out again in Sydney and spread to Victoria and elsewhere.  She has explicitly 
stolen intellectual property in material amounts, including economies on the new metro.  She 
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promotes mistakes and waste, also in material amounts and with added community and 
operational damage. 
 
The States pushed PM Morrison into setting up a cooperative National Cabinet on 13 March 2020.  
It emerged from the Canberra Bubble without any explanation of logic, objectives, modus 
operandi or budget, and this analyst predicted it would fail as soon as a member’s self-interest 
clashed with the collective view – and that was a safe bet as NSW’s Premier, Gladys Berejiklian, is 
an habitual renegade and regularly attacks her peers.  It has been under the control of the PM’s 
department head who has a NSW reputation for negative practices (he used to report to 
Berejiklian). 
 
The recrudescence of corona in Sydney has national ramifications.  The Murray is so close to NSW 
that cheats will cross the border and cause problems as they did 7 or so months ago.  Again, 
Morrison and Berejiklian should compensate businesses for killing recovery for the 3rd time.  
These so-called pro-business Libs are no such thing.  There have been no improvements in testing 
and apps – while the border zones are lacking clinics, testing, “safeways” …. 
 
There are many defects in stimulus economics including: 

• Morrison forgetting casuals, deferring then cancelling SMEs in food and accommodation, 
deferring and misguiding arts and recreation, requiring those in need to draw down 
superannuation thus shifting apparent Federal programs onto families, and setting up rent 
and debt balloons due as he wound down support payments 

• Morrison whittling away support for worthy community populations as well as denying 
employment support to welfare agencies which are under massive stress – OECD warned 
against this as did the Business Council 

• Berejiklian maliciously closing down the Murray River economy to spite this analyst – 
believe it.  They were hit by Morrison and Berejiklian both in a Punch and Judy show.  The 
case has been established for compensation for these cretinous acts 

• Suppression of employment-generating ideas including labour-intensive upgrading of roads 
and drains in van parks and other ideas in OECD best practice guidances including IT, 
climate change mitigation, education and SMEs 

 
QANTAS is to re-open international air lanes at a time a new and more vicious form 
of the virus is spreading rapidly.  The PM is sweating blood about getting in a virus 
to cover up his dithering and deceits.  Even the Vic premier is talking about a 
premature relaxation of the soft border with NSW – and national cabinet still has 
no plan or agenda and is suppressing improved corona economics and 
medico/economic continuity through community resilience. 

 
Corrupted Politics 
 
Revelations that the PM had secretly met with his political compatriot, Leader of the Queensland 
Opposition, ostensibly to overturn national consensus on border security in her political self-
interest, destroyed what little was left after the Morrison Government and its acolytes “dog 
whistled” right-wing dissidents into attacking politicians and journalists.  The PM as-capriciously 
announced a new and unlikely-to-succeed “hot spot” approach but expressing his intention to not 
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be out-voted again.  He is pursuing his vendetta against the Victorian Labor Premier, Dan Andrews, 
and everyone else who somehow offended him.   
 
Parliaments are not enforcing ethical and even legal rights of individuals and communities.  
Morrison lied to President-elect Biden about “his” tracing technology;  and the OECD about gifting 
his former Finance pro-carbon hard man environmental credentials – in the face of Australian and 
international disbelief.  Morrison regularly denies that he said what he was recoded as saying, 17 
times in one case.  He convenes a Hillsong-based prayer group in his Party Room as though a mini-
Cabinet of that type is any more proper than he is. 
 
The same is true of bushfire risks.  The Federal Minister Ken Wyatt has suppressed my initiative to 
employ about 8,000 Aboriginal bush experts in the main firegrounds, in traditional mode.  I had to 
tell the Royal Commission I wanted them to use my ideas but the plagiarism prevented it.  
Morrison has dithered another  year away and cancelled the three air tankers that had been 
approved.  His malice is only exceeded by Berejiklian’s. 
 
Four months ago I published that “more permanent border changes are being discussed Premier-to-
Premier on a happenstance basis, even down to a permanent change in the Queensland border with 
NSW - which should be tested through a Constitutional Conference.  After all, this capriciousness 
might not be the best outcome, National Cabinet has been defeating Morrison’s imperialist 
propositions and the members should be receiving better briefings than Morrison’s cabal is capable 
of.  Berejiklian in particular must be curtailed from more opaque and capricious rampaging through 
communities” - which is now too late. 
 
Sydney’s Reform 
 
1900 was a challenging point in New South Wales’s history.  The new Federation of Australian 
States was looming with its free trade principles changing national politics, amid speculation 
where the National Capital would be.  Water was scarce during a protracted drought;  and the 
Depression of the 1890s was still hurting families in the cities as well as on the land.  There were 
still open street sewers and contaminated water led to an awful infantile death rate. 
 
Bubonic plague broke out in January 1900.  Panic ensued.  Blame was sprayed from every corner 
of the New South Wales polity.  Typhoid fever, consumption and gastrointestinal  infections were 
an everyday reality for many families, with more than 1 in 9 infants dying each year.  The dreaded 
smallpox was on the horizon again. 
 
A difficult peace that was being developed between the State Government and the City Council 
fractured.  The Government resumed a substantial portion of the City Council’s land and facilities 
without repairing its jurisdiction over the rest;  and gave itself the powers the Council had been 
seeking.  The City screamed for building controls, factory controls, more money and pure food 
regulations.  It was trying to provide leadership:  most of the 40-plus other councils in the 
metropolis were too small to be sustainable and had built up massive debts.  Few were 
“progressive” in this dawning age of scientific management. 
 
Eminent citizens had set up a Vigilance Committee (as had happened before when smallpox was 
the threat) and other reform organisations.  After years of requests in 1900 the State Parliament 
passed reforming provisions albeit minor except they permitted the election of the  “Reform 
Council”. 
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At the City elections in December 1900 reformers led by Dr James Graham, Thomas Hughes, Jack 
Fitzgerald and John Garlick took the helm of the Council.  They inherited a Council of low repute 
but asked to be judged by their own efforts, not their predecessors’.  They forced the State 
Government to set up the Royal Commission on the Improvement of the City of Sydney and its 
Suburbs in 1908, its report the next year said to be the first city plan published in the world. 
 
Sir James Graham, noted medical reformer and the first reform mayor in 1900, was reported in 
November 1909 as saying “The city was certainly being wonderfully improved ever since the plague 
came as a blessing in disguise”.  That mood survived until 1932 and now can be found only in state 
and territory parliaments on one side or the other of their chambers. 
 
Chicago’s Reform 
 
Chicago became the meatpacking centre of America in just over 10 years – an incredible outcome 
of refrigerated rail transport which shifted the slaughter and processing of pigs and beef from 
New York and other eastern cities.  By 1890 it was America’s second largest industry sector by 
employment and the fastest growing.  Many of the workers had come from European pork-eating 
cultures and from rural states.  They were rough and tough. 
 
There were no town planning, housing, health, safety and other legislative protections.  Chicago 
was known as “hell on earth”.  In 1894 William Stead, a reforming journalist, wrote “If Christ Came 
to Chicago: A Plea for the Union of All Who Love in the Service of All Who Suffer”.  It was an 
incredibly powerful expose of corruption, immorality, violence and law-breaking.  This was 
followed 10 years later by Upton Sinclair’s “The Jungle” which was as powerful and famous and 
inspired legislative changes such as the Meat Inspection Act. 
 
In the 1960s Mathew A Crenson wrote a landmark book, “The Unpolitics of Air Pollution:  Non-
decision-making in the Cities”.  Crenson is now a prominent political commentator in the USA, but 
the said book was the first burst of a brilliant mind on the political science landscape. 
 
The critical state of American cities before Ralph Nader and the State of California intervened was 
a reflection of motoring and oil companies’ paranoid concern at anything that would hurt their 
bottom lines – the chain of mining, logistics, metallurgical, car and truck production, quality 
checking, vehicle finishing and sales.  They fought fuel efficiency technology and public transport.  
Their values and campaigns were reflected in national, state and city governance. 
 
Crenson’s analyses nailed the reasons for and consequences of inaction.  His analyses are relevant 
to Sydney’s plight – a long period of professional analyses about structural deficiencies in Sydney’s 
major road and rail assets, leading to recommendations and even Budget decisions, then 
Governmental reversals - non-decision-making, negativity, “spin” and “broken promises”.   
 
In 1971 Chicago journalist Mike Royko published the blockbuster “BOSS” which ended the 
credibility of Mayor Richard J Daley over allegations of widespread cronyism and nepotism within 
the Democratic Party (a system known as Tammany Hall).  In 2005 a federal investigation found his 
son’s successor administration was contaminated by “taking bribes and promoting less-qualified, 
politically connected applicants over others”.  Morrison is implacably opposed to creating parallel 
Australian provisions. 
 
Morrison refuses to discuss his actions against his religion and/or legal standards of fairness and 
equity, and prefers to lie repeatedly than bruise his fragile ego.  His childhood punishment 
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avoidance codependency syndrome sees him repeatedly denying what he repeatedly said;  while 
having set up the Bushfire Royal Commission, he started to bully it on 22 February 2020. 
 
Morrison & Hypocrisy: the Commandments 
 
Morrison is a public client of and donor to Hillsong which is about as valid as being the same to 
Murdoch.  He gives favours as well as cash, such as massive grants for bible studies in schools;  but 
denies rebuilding funds to fire victims.  The whole character of the Morrison and Berejiklian 
governments is cruel and mean.  The italicised text is from Pastor Brian Houston’s brochures. 
 
A preface is from Timothy 3:1-5 

Here is a trustworthy saying: If anyone sets his heart on being an overseer,he desires a noble task.  
Now the overseer must be above reproach, the husband of but one wife, temperate, self-
controlled, respectable, hospitable, able to teach, not given to drunkenness, not violent but gentle, 
not quarrelsome, not a lover of money. 

 
WOULD JESUS ASSESS THESE SITUATIONS AGAINST THE COMMANDMENTS? ü 

COMMANDMENT 
  

 

1. I am the Lord thy 
God! Thou shalt 
have no other 
Gods but me! 

Mammon is said to be the dominant motivation.  There is no known mention of 
Corinthians’ “your bodies are temples”,  rather it focuses on bricks and mortar in 
large amounts:  “A Church so large in size that the city and nation cannot ignore it. 
A Church growing so quickly that buildings struggle to contain the increase.” 

2. Thou shalt not 
take the Name 
of the Lord thy 
God in vain! 

It is a matter of opinion if a “church” can be a multinational business which also 
speculates in foreign mansions.  Jesus drove the money lenders out of the 
temple  

3. Thou shalt keep 
the Sabbath Day 
holy! 

Repentance is a prominent call in Hillsong’s celebrations and materials;  but 
repentance cannot apply if the unbecoming conduct keeps repeating 
uninterrupted.  That compounds sin.  “I see a Church whose altars are constantly 
filled with repentant sinners responding to Christ’s call to salvation”.  “A clean and 
empty vessel” each Sunday church is not credible. 

4. Thou shalt 
honour thy 
father and 
mother! 

Victims of Frank’s Houston’s sexual predation on young boys are forced to suffer 
in public, leaving them without justice and FH’s name in shame.  He was 
represented before a Royal Commission by a man who had sexually assaulted 
young women. 

Berejiklian was punished by the media and social media over her lust for her 
corrupt colleague, but was anyone surprised when she turned around and 
blamed her parents for her awful behaviour! 

5. Thou shalt not 
kill! 

Morrison has been told repeatedly and publicly that around 2 children a day die 
in slavery and misery due to him withholding the IP he stole from me.  I hold him 
equally responsible with Baird, Turnbull and Frydenberg. 

I see a Church so compassionate that people are drawn from impossible situations 
into a loving and friendly circle of hope, where answers are found and acceptance is 
given.  When Jesus said, “suffer the little children”, he did not mean make them 
suffer more.  Morrison’s treatment of one refugee family is cruel and immoral.  
The RoboDebt charade was viciously unfair on vulnerable folk, allegedly leading 
to deaths. 
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6. Thou shalt not 
commit adultery! 

Berejiklian’s extended affair was knowingly with a married man who has 
children.  Her only repentance was the shame of being secretly taped and 
embarrassment.  Morrison’s “prayer circle” includes adulterers. 

7. Thou shalt not 
steal! 

Theft is a consistent and constant theme in Coalition governments.  No PM or 
Premier ever commissioned plagiarism up until Turnbull and Mike Baird.  That is 
straight and inexcusable theft. 

Berejiklian overnight slammed shut the Vic/NSW border on the Murray and 
without notice, showing her true character.  It is a major food and 
accommodation sector which had suffered Morrison’s abandonment of SME 
stimulus and that sector in particular.  That those businesses have received no 
compensation is theft 

The pro-mining lobby is stealing Australia’s future.  The National Covid-19 
Coordination Commission was a gas conspiracy from Day 1 – which was when 
Morrison held up a lump of polished coal and taken as his chief of staff the coal 
lobbyist who had done the polishing.  OECD guidelines are for climate change 
mitigation to be included in stimulus/recovery programs – Morrison and 
Cormann et al all refused that.  The Ardani mine is a metaphor for the failures of 
Morrison policies:  workers in Queensland deserve a proper “new economy” 
stimulus package but there is none, the Queensland Premier is anxious and can’t 
see a solution, the Coalition is conflicted out of sight, and carbon is killing the 
Reef 

The various rorts programs were all thefts from legitimate purposes and from 
properly set priorities (gifts to Hillsong and Murdoch while depriving fire victims 
is widely cited as theft). 

Berejiklian used official travel to spend weekends or whatever with her Wagga 
Wagga lover.  Morrison used official travel and accommodation to do at least 
one week of election/party campaigning.  It appears that they have not 
reimbursed those expenses. 

Morrison gifted Cormann a luxury jet and 8 staff (more?) to engage in the illegal 
and stupid activity called “influence peddling” (for which a former French 
President is under trial).  Morrison should repay personally. 

8. Thou shalt not 
bear false 
witness against 
thy neighbour!* 

I see a church that loves God, loves people and loves life. Youthful in spirit; 
generous at heart; faith-filled in confession; loving in nature and inclusive in 
expression. 

Morrison, Berejiklian, Tim Wilson and Tim Smith led the baying pack in prejudicial 
attacks on the Vic Premier and a Sydney journalist, both of whom were offered 
Police protection.  Their behaviour was feral and unprofessional.  News, Ninefax 
and the ABC were overly aggressive towards Victoria and overly permissive on 
NSW’s stupidity and cupidity. 

Morrison/Berejiklian issued anonymous complaints to NSW then the Federal 
Police against me.  The officers had not been told of the theft and my proposed 
sponsorship of Police Legacy Wall to Wall.  They took no further action and 
Morrison/Berejiklian remain snide cowards. 

Dave Sharma, ex diplomat, has taken a lead role against civil rights for citizens 
and migrants.  Twitter now is revealing his longer-term record of the same. 

Alan Tudge, former management consultant, was described by a judge as being 
criminal in his official responsibilities – the incompetent had a shocking record as 
“Minister for Congestion Busting” which I called as a series of lies and which has 
now disappeared (or nearly so – with no results).   
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The Deputy PM is implicated as Minister for Infrastructure etc.  It has been 616 
days of lying to the former Deputy PM under PM John Howard, at the opening of 
the Tim Fischer Gallery in Lockhart. 

9. Do not let 
thyself lust after 
thy neighbour’s 
wife! 

Berejiklian’s behaviour met the prohibition, as have prominent Coalition 
Ministers including the Attorney General. 

10. Thou shalt not 
covet thy 
neighbour’s 
house, nor his 
farm, nor his 
cattle, nor 
anything that is 
his 

The level and intensity of plagiarism falls readily under this Commandment. 

 

FOOTNOTE: 
Lying to the community of taxpayers and citizens about economic indicators and to 
President-elect Biden, suppressing service improvement and cost saving ideas, and 
leaving a family in illegitimate overseas detention for 3 Christmases would come under 
the Sermon on the Mount and other Books in the Bible. 
 

As for I see a Church so compassionate that people are drawn from impossible situations into a loving and 
friendly circle of hope, where answers are found and acceptance is given, the unfortunate reality is that the 
PM has locked away invaluable, indeed profitable and productive, Intellectual Property out of 
malice, and as he and NSW owe me, I will remain a thorn in their sides until a fair settlement is 
reached.  The other issue is the unbelievable error rates that exist within the Canberra Bubble: 
 
Political 
appointments 
and theft of 
Intellectual 
Property from 
2008 

• Baird appointed Phil Gaetjens to NSW Treasury in replacing “due 
diligence” as in Nick Greiner’s and the Commission of Audit’s 2012 
reports – Greiner was ejected by Berejiklian in full populist politics mode 
while the Commission watered-down its final version 

• Berejiklian stacked NSW Transport’s top strata with trusties and 
produced PR-style “plans” which lacked logic and even consistency 
between editions, sacking people who did not comply with HMV 

• Head of Infrastructure Mike Mrdak said that if you want a good idea 
killed, send it to PMC, which is when PMC’s Stephen Kennedy – who had 
worked with Turnbull and Baird on the disastrous Western Sydney City 
Deal – replaced Mrdak and rejected “Budget repair” 

• NSW then Federal Governments coached journalists into mute 
acceptance of obviously-erroneous reports and processes 

• Treasury failed to force Transport to reduce the 60% of major projects 
which lack details in its Budget and Appropriations (noted by Greiner) 

• Governments sidelined experts and did not act on professional 
protocols, including reducing bushfire risks and failing to heed the 
inevitability of successive zoonoses – the COVID-19 catastrophe is 
regarded as having been avoidable had wiser heads been in charge of 
US and Australian Governments in particular 

• Baird in 2008 and Berejiklian, PMs Turnbull and Morrison and political 
appointees in Infrastructure, Treasury, Greater Sydney Commission and 
PMC stole this analyst’s Intellectual Property to a gross extent, refusing 
restitution, thus sabotaging their own credibility and political credence – 
continued through all stimulus stages and ongoing until they turn 
adversary into partnership. 
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Conclusion:  Critical Problems a Good Overseer Would Repair 
 
The analysis has reveal hundreds of contraventions of Morrison’s value set – the Bible and 
Hillsong.  Solutions have been presented to PMs and Premiers for 12 years and apart from those 
plagiarised, all have been negated, the best were suppressed.  A number of journalists have 
attempted to profile Scott Morrison because of his “bubble” allegations towards them, a 
suspicion of wrongdoing in his tourism roles, and his abuse of firemen and farmers, Save the 
Children officials and the NZ PM inter alia.  None got it really right.   
 
Morrison has a disguised agenda which is antagonistic to the national interest which he achieves 
by bullying and deceit, manipulating Budget and Parliamentary procedures and refusing legitimate 
consultative and investigatory forums.  To say he sits in the middle of the road is wrong. 
 
No journalist has conducted a forensic analysis of the complex Budgetary and planning processes 
which would produce signposts based on evidence rather than perceptions.  Blame can be 
allocated on such grounds whereas accusations based on guesses are unacceptable.  The 
Australian published fine expositions of the politics of rorts (gifting to allies and buddies) but not 
the prior manipulations which can be shown to come from a chain of events in a specific month in 
2012.  
 
The politics are variable and superficial and the differences reflect the different perspectives – 
headlines Vs lasting solutions. 
 
The dysfunctional or corrupt signposts which characterise politics but arise from the breakdown in 
due diligence, indicating the areas for PENITENCE and for active “repair”, focussed on NSW but 
generally relevant, include ~ 
 
Ø Conceal motives through rejecting options and grandstanding, lying about data, 

concealing (for example why 445 passengers were allowed on the first trans-Tasman 
Bubble flight)  – support Hong Kong through a $100 billion over 10 years “pipeline”, 
maintain lines of waste and inequitable taxation, promote “gas” and reject OECD’s 
priority to climate change mitigation in “stimulus”, allow McCormack to sleep through 
road repair programs, achieving miniscule progress if any 

Ø Suppress independent options and restrict actions to The Bubble’s, thus no action on 
bushfire risk and no community resilience in Corona routes and nodes 

Ø Hide motives through crony deals - $100 million for a PR brochure associated with HK to 
two cronies, the money leaving the Treasury and ending – where?  Has ICAC investigated 
yet?  Morrison and Taylor’s implicit rejection of carbon realities was reflected in trying to 
shoehorn Cormann into OECD. 

Ø Abuse citizen rights and pretend nothing is wrong – Tudge described as criminal by a 
judge over RoboDebt denial, steal an analyst’s ideas for economies on the HK metro and 
don’t acknowledge or pay him, lock refugee families up, and close down the Murray 
River economy out of malice and without reason or cause (showing that industry 
associations and local businesses lacked nous or willingness to support this successful 
reformer who forced the boundary back) 

Ø Appoint buddies to guardian and probity roles so as to mute options and criticisms  - 
Berejiklian has taken all property and infrastructure planning, processes, instruments 
and approvals under her Departmental control, neutering the Greater Sydney 
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Commission and Sydney’s sustainability.  Morrison appointing coal lobbyists to key 
personal staff and departmental positions.  Morrison allowing two departmental 
officials to survive on near $1 million a year each without accountability rules and thus 
reinforcing the refusal to “repair” under the Charter of Budget Honesty.  See Cormann 
above.  Morrison showering our money on Hillsong and Murdoch 

There are obvious remedies to all of these as previous governments showed:  the base corruption 
of NSW-based  politics must be reversed. 

There are specific situations which must be addressed in a proper manner, such as: 

 
Repair of budgets, projects and policies (OECD & IMF) 

 
As with the bushfires, Morrison rejects climate change in toto and particularly OECD’s “Reviewing 
all government expenditure will be necessary to ensure adequate spending on high-priority areas 
and people, and enhance growth without threatening debt sustainability.  Starting a review of 
public expenditures early is important because reallocation of spending towards priority areas is 
usually gradual”.  [On 15 June, 6 October and 18 December PM Morrison repeated the canards of 
successive failed cycles of stimulus, which, lacking rationale and wasting rivers of taxpayers’ money, 
seem to be based on twisted priorities in the back corridors of The Bubble – Morrison’s intrinsic 
“groupthink” lock-up.]  IMF used different words to convey the same intent. 

 
“Reviewing” is anathema to Frydenberg (as being opposed to “Budget repair”) and Berejiklian 
(psychotic addiction to HK loss-making shiny toys and the Debt Lake).  The “costs” of waste and 
ignored advice are discussed on in other places. 
 
At the most basic levels, the optimistic political push to re-open the gates and “hope for the best” 
overlooks real challenges, not least being the lack of relevant data collection and reporting at 
industry sector, local, city/region and national levels – “targetting” and early warnings we now 
know to be essential.  Then there is a critical unmet need for a strong local system (as the Feds 
impede progress) for economic/medical continuity.  “Local solutions” are MIA.  NSW is always on 
the wrong foot. 

 
OECD: 

 
The adoption of well-designed fiscal rules, and 
a reformed budget process that strengthens 
incentives for prudent long-term planning and 
provides better information, would help shape 
budget decisions.  … independent fiscal 
councils and specific budget tools like the long-
term fiscal target established with the Enzi-
Whitehouse budget reform legislation in the US 
could be helpful in this respect [Enzi is macro-
political about national parameters, good stuff 
needed here but not discussed ici] 
 
(The contrary situation prevails:  Morrison and 
Berejiklian plot a joint path of debt-raising to 
pay for unsustainable Hong Kong residential 

 

* The creation of Infrastructure NSW was seen 
to be the needed repair to Labor’s Metro 
lunacy.  Instead, Berejiklian ejected Nick 
Greiner, and her Laborite malonomics has 
spread across Australia: no due diligence, low 
to negative benefit/cost ratios, subsidising 
foreign corporates not reaping PPP 
contributions, stealing IP, appointing jackals 
to guard posts – all repeated at the 
Turnbull/Morrison level. Macro results depend 
on micro synergy 

* NCCC has no plan, no fiscal rules, the re-
carbonisation agenda dominated from when 
Neville Power was appointed, he only 
contacted caravan parks after I wrote to 
Govt/him in copyright form 
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densification, leading to suburban stress and 
disorder.) 

 
The National Cabinet and the National Covid-19 Coordination Commission started under the 
pressure of medicos and state and territory leaders.  They exist as creatures of Philip Gaetjens’ 
Department of Prime Minister & Cabinet, have no “plan” or technical competence, and have 
refused to listen to independent expertise. 

Neville Power started as chair of NCCC with the wrong orientation, was opposed to OECD’s and 
the UK/USA’s generalised subsidies, and did not focus on “the next few months”.  He ignored this 
analyst except by thieving his regional orientation and doing nothing on key stimulus industry 
sectors which had been acknowledged by the PM but which the PM subsequently ignored and 
neutered, with his partner-in-crime Berejiklian smashing border economies and undermining 
metro-political and holiday ones.  He and Morrison are camouflaging these basic OECD-type issues  
which OECD needs to acknowledge: 

• NSW failed to assess situations, options, scenarios and solutions;  to engage its 
communities and develop a willingness to pay;  or show it met COAG and generally-
accepted standards of assessment 

• The metro train network meets none of the usual objectives – neither new viable system 
nor wise strengthening of the existing system 

• The works are commercially unviable in revenue and cost terms, indeed it is the most 
expensive and inefficient possible scheme or so it seems 

• The program will cannibalise the existing double-decker system, causing long-term 
unforeseen consequences, without meeting land use development and taxation goals 

• The program will inconvenience commuters to/from NW and elsewhere permanently, with 
forced change of mode and loss of special events and disaster recovery capabilities, 
compared with the Greiner/Gibbons alternative which Berejiklian is so scared of. 

 
Bruce Loder, legendary NSW Commissioner for Main Roads, wrote in 2008 on the breakdown of 
the professional Public Service (Terry Moran and Peter Shergold and others agree), then add 
Grattan’s warnings in Roads to Riches and Berejiklian’s subsequent dumping of Christie and 
Greiner, and you have the answer to Sydney’s perpetual problems: 

The deterioration in management and skills in the public service exemplified in the Roads and 
Traffic Authority extends throughout the service and explains in part the problems of delivery 
being experienced in health, transport and public works. It will not be easy to restore the 
public service to an effective provider of works and services and guardian of the public 
interest, but until then and until the roles of government and public service are once more 
clearly defined, we can expect the standard of government in NSW to continue to decline and 
the quality of services in NSW to continue to fall relative to other states. 

 
Local government is vigorous in local solutions 

 
Grey Nomads were forgotten in the initial closedowns, and the industry estimates are that some 
75,000 were on the road. 

 
Grey Nomads were forgotten in the initial closedowns, and the industry estimates are that some 
75,000 were on the roads will make for a degree of uncertainty, perhaps, with possible future, 
unpredictable closedowns.  Subsequent closures have multiplied the costs of political blunders, 
thank you Gladys. 
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The complexities of increased spread of the virus in the countrysides, together with thin hospital 
and testing resources, plus the complexity of contract tracing where so many contacts are casual, 
will make the States a bit conservative on border crossings at times.  The extreme danger 
associated with poor contact tracing (given the app has been an abject failure) is seen in the UK’s 
crisis since Boris Johnson suspended their program (and also allowed freedom of movement). 
 
Genuine Localism is of use in many contexts including a long-term solution to greyhound racing 
problems as seen at www.sydneybetrayals.me.  I’m not aware of any person in NCCC or national 
and state governance who understands “local solutions to local problems”. 
 
Innovation Districts and city/states as well as genuine Localism are vital elements in overcoming 
local barriers to innovation.  Can we trust State politicians to overpower their extended chains of 
internal Party patronage? – no way.  NCCC has been criticised for awarding a whopper PR 
contract, maybe they should be required to do continuous, clever market surveys of real people at 
no additional Budget cost, to teach them to not puff up this-or-that mate. 
 
The PM and his Treasurer have been screaming at the Victorian Premier, in a breakdown (reversal) 
that degrades national cohesion and the Coalition’s own “brand”.  This is psychotic behaviour 
shared by NSW politicians and national and state business lobbies.  They have no knowledge of 
how to meld resources and strategies. 
 
The fusion between the NSW Premier and the PM as NSW and political compatriots is being 
exposed as a nation-wrecker. 
 
Systematic Infrastructure/Productivity – balanced values against agreed outcomes 
 
It was just about enough when the AFR reported on 30 June ’17 that  

NSW Treasurer Dominic Perrottet has pledged to work closely with the federal government on 
a planned $12.5 billion (stet, should be “more than”) line from Sydney to Parramatta in a sign 
he is hoping to grab some of the $10 billion of federal funds on offer .... Infrastructure lobby 
groups have urged the NSW Government to fund the West Metro project urgently .... Property 
developers argue the line will services (stet) suburbs like Homebush where the state 
government has encouraged them to build huge housing developments. 

There is no scoping, no feasibility of options, no “first plan before transport projects are dreamt 
up”, no benefit/cost analyses, no community engagement – no legitimacy.  Once again unelected 
interests are covering governments’ eyes and leading them to the developers’ trough.  The 
Federal Minister for Infrastructure at least said iA would be consulted first.  Coming generations 
will face a depleted treasury, an inefficient transport/land use context, and an inability to correct 
mistakes for at least two generations. 

Engineering performance has been poor under the Labor/Berejiklian metro regime: 

• Plans for the Metro extension were made before locations had been set which is an 
admission that no feasibility and business case stages (stages #2 and #3 under iA) had been 
done.  The same happened with the West Metro which has no logic but the imperative of 
lobby influence and “ideology and stupidity” 

• Metro environmental statements gave poor locations for depots and stabling, Labor’s on 
the water at Rozelle (neat trick for a deep underwater railway – train lifts?);  and 
Bankstown’s was inconclusive, “somewhere near the end” of the extension (a 
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supplementary site to the main one in the NW) – TfNSW could not even decide whether 
Bankstown or another place was feasible as the western terminus 

The saddest thing of all is that so little has been learnt from a decade of disarray.  The Telegraph 
had reported in August 2009 that $8 billion would produce travel times savings of only 2 minutes 
per passenger.  Then Premier Nathan Rees had said in 2008 that “the CBD Metro has to be pushed 
through at all costs”;  and then, as had his hapless predecessor Morris Iemma done about the 
West Metro in 2008, he said he’d expect the Federal Government to pay for the same.  Nick 
Greiner’s iNSW overturned a few shibboleths but was defeated by Berejiklian’s Big Projects – and 
iNSW has never recovered its mojo. 
 
As a reminder, iA’s Australian Infrastructure Plan is clear:  

• Proponents of new infrastructure which do not undertake the prerequisite project 
development work risk poor outcomes, preventing the community from accessing the 
infrastructure they require, and restricting economic opportunities. 

• Prior to investment decisions, governments should define the problem that needs to be 
addressed. Problems are identified through long-term integrated infrastructure planning 
and the analysis of strategic data sources such as Infrastructure Australia’s Audit. Once the 
problem has been defined, early project development studies should then proceed. These 
include: 

• Strategic options assessments: demonstrate the nature and scale of the problem(s) and 
identify solutions which may or may not involve the delivery of new infrastructure; 

• Feasibility studies: undertake engineering, environmental and economic assessments to 
develop solutions into fully-scoped projects; and  

• Project business cases: provide more detailed economic assessments, including cost-
benefit analysis. 

• These studies help ensure the right infrastructure solution is selected and that benefits to 
the community are maximised. 

 
PM Morrison regularly says that “infrastructure is stimulus” and talks about major freeways, 
railways, pipelines, mines and ports – which is the opposite of professional planning approaches as 
smaller, faster to deliver and less big-ticket projects have higher benefits, usually.  (Established by 
Eddington and Greiner but NCCC is making the same mistake.) 
 
However, the most dangerous aspects of the PM’s belief are that it permits funding to be diverted 
from productive opportunities, and be corralled in projects that have been shown to be infeasible 
and/or counter-productive.  They are slow- to- never in arriving.  That is clearly demonstrated in the 
PM’s own electorate where he has done nothing to repair the problems caused by his NSW peers.  It is 
also seen in NCCC’s constitution which will damage the whole nation. 
 
The PM’s “backyard” covers much of the south-east ocean playgrounds, hospitals and schools of 
the “St George and Sutherland” sector.  The food and accommodation sector is on the light side 
compared with other LGAs’.  
 
St George’s 1950s-‘60s Rugby League team was the greatest in the world.  It is famous for many 
other things, with the PM’s own suburb of Cronulla arguably being the best urban surfing beach in 
the nation.   
 
Sutherland has always needed a passport for Sydney outsiders to get in, well, almost.  Its National 
Park was the second in the world to be declared, and is a wonderland.  Its Rugby League team is a 
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heartbreaker, with the courage of a White Pointer but with not too many cups in the display 
cabinets. 
 

 
 
It is also possibly the most mismanaged governance sector in Sydney, which is not to say that the 
innerwest, northwest and increasingly southwest aren’t doosies.  Baird made the combined 
council of Bayside from two dysfunctional councils into a big one covering the Port and Airport as 
well as major highways and rail lines.   

 
Clever technologies to repair congestion 

 
“Reducing congestion” is a super-symbol of a whole range of issues covering transport access 
across regions, age groups and time zones;  trucks and buses on roads;  and self-containment of 
developing fringes which is often talked about but success is the rare exception.   The Planning 
Minister among others has said that those who do not understand history are bound to repeat its 
mistakes;  but does his government?   
 
The Eddington Bedrock:  from Christie to Greiner to Gibbons is an amalgam of ideas, most of which 
had been tested in one way or the other.  Together as well as individually they make sense;  but 
there are other things to do and a better way of identifying options and scenarios, engaging the 
community over projects and methods of financing and accommodating them, and getting rid of 
populist nonsense and lobbyist corruption. 

 
The Greater Sydney Commission is a tragedy and travesty.  The Reform Council used to proclaim 
that they were not focussed on the CBD but on Sydney.  Who, pray tell, is doing that now!  NO 
ONE!  Innovation comes from ideas competition which is anathema to fascist-inclined cliques.  
Their way is waste, debt and stupidity, enforced. 

 
  

This is from the St George and Sutherland 
Shire Leader, which is the largest-circulation 
local newspaper in NSW and covers the PM’s 
electorate.  I’ve published five pieces of like 
nature there which are listed later, and the 
community is angry.

ST GEORGE IS NOT SO DIFFERENT TO THE NORTHERN BEACHES, OR SW SYDNEY, 
OR THE SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS ….
What chance do we have when “pre-planning” is so defective?

The Federal Budgets have grown the infrastructure commitment from $75 billion 
over 10 years to $100 billion, but there has been no forensic dissection of the value or 
cost effectiveness of projects.  NSW is over $90 billion, mostly unfunded.

The Fed $100 billion comprises a bucket of previously announced projects such as $10 
billion on Inland Rail and $5.2 billion to Badgerys Airport, both being off-Budget.  The 
first is an economic basket case, the second the worst possible outcome of all the 
options.  NSW excludes problems spots and over-funds pet projects.

Many of the ideas in the treasure chests are political gifting, displacing priority 
ideas and lacking economic merit.  The false promise = $200 billion more than has 
been promised, to achieve the projects in the promised timeframe.

As Mark Ludlow of the AFR commented on such off-Budget deals, this “could create 
a fiscal timebomb for future governments if the projects do not deliver commercial 
returns and the equity investment has to be moved back onto budget”.  They do not
so deliver – we know that right now.

Fundamental outcomes are being ignored including reducing rail deficits while filling 
transit gaps – with $40 billion wasted in Sydney alone, and reversing the 
strengthening of local government in line with US “innovation districts” and UK 
Localism – all in “Save Sydney”.

So how do St George, the Northern Beaches, the Highlands, Western Sydney &tc 
get to be heard properly …?
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Economic leadership and nous + OECD 
 

OECD’s guidelines are rich, some have been quoted and here are more that are extremely relevant. 

In rejecting “budget repair” over several years and especially under Morrison, Frydenberg, 
Gaetjens and Kennedy, the essence of stimulus and of OECD’s guidelines was smashed and 
Sydney’s and NSW’s future prosperity imperilled.  Absurd promises in the 2018-19 Budgets 
amounted to 13 fast rail projects of which none could be built.   
 
In their governance reports, OECD focussed on major aspects, three of which follow with 
comments in italics: 
 
Coordination 
across of 
government 
levels is 
difficult, 
increasing the 
risk of wasted 
resources  

 
 
 
 
Lines are 
linked, 
duplication 
has been 
avoided, so 
the schedule 
should be 
read as a 
whole 
 

• “Waste” is no longer measured:  pre-setting of Petticoat priorities 
(capriciousness) means that “options” (as benchmarks) are ignored and 
waste becomes contract disputes and overruns, not “more expensive” Vs 
“most cost effective” in an integrated social balance sheet 

• The formal mechanisms of COAG have been displaced instead of reformed, 
replaced by a consensus/opt-out informal structure which excludes 
“planning” and dissolves under bullying stress 

• Historically, the peak co-ordinating bodies comprised public servants, with 
emphasis on cost effectiveness from planning assessments through to 
contracts, with “open” consultation with vested interests and regular 
discussions at Ministerial Council level (ATAC) 

• Now, iA, iNSW, NCCC and the Greater Sydney Commission have vested 
interests throughout their structures – they focus on spoils (projects), not 
integrated outcomes, starting with contracts without “plans” (“all a bit 
arse-about” said Nick Greiner), now eliminating “due diligence” (notably 
the Sydney Metros and less so Melbourne’s freeways and rail 
strengthening).  That Berejiklian took all “Kremlin NSW” agencies into her 
Department, including the faux-independent GSC, showed her contempt 
for professionalism, something she had shown from 2000 or earlier 

• NSW under Berejiklian said it wanted to be freed from central surveillance, 
but its governance is so deformed that there is no inbuilt sustainability, and 
the begging bowl comes out whenever this analyst hits the “debt lake”.  
The side-lining of COAG accords with Berejiklian’s maverick approach - 
dominatrix 

Uncertainty of 
revenue flows 
and sources 
can erode 
confidence in 
a project’s 
affordability 

• The high marginal costs of tunnels through built-up suburbs and rail and 
tollway routes to and through fringe growth areas mean that high 
subsidies are needed if congestion is to be reduced contra laissez-faire non-
planning (which dominates in Sydney) 

• The loss of due diligence reduces the security of superannuation- and 
government-funding schemes, on top of poor pre-planning and engineering 
which saw a sequence of failed PPP rail and road schemes,  The only 
independent expert assessment was Jim Steer’s in 2008 of the NW Metro – 
benefit/cost ratio of 0.65 or lower – Berejiklian refused to acknowledge its 
existence and the result is a 5% revenue cover. 

• Indeed, all current NSW projects appear to have benefit/cost ratios under 
1.0 as documented in the “Save Sydney” suite 

• The superannuation agencies and business chambers engage soft 
consultancies which tend to boost projects rather than promote reform 
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protocols, examples include Financial Services Council’s reports on port and 
logistics, 2011 and 2014, Port of Newcastle’s AlphaBeta market potential 
study, and CSIRO’s Inland Rail for ARTC. 

Unstable 
regulatory 
frameworks 
can prevent 
long-term 
decisions  

• Infrastructure pipelines were planned through State-level strategic 
planning, regional-level plans, and agency-driven Ministerial submissions 
to the Budget Committee of then full Cabinet 

• Now agencies have been amalgamated and put under political 
appointees so that the former inbuilt competitive surveillance 
mechanisms (a la Gary Sturgess’ “To Join Interest with Duty”) have 
been replaced by “the strongest wins”, with Berejiklian being 
duchessed by 3 successive Premiers then herself 

• iNSW and GSC were hailed as the saviours of infrastructure planning but 
both simply took Berejiklian’s projects without any plan*, meaning they 
made the situation worse (  * COAG tried to rein-in NSW in 2009 by 
insisting on a “plan” but Berejiklian forced its abandonment in 2012.) 

• Local government used to surveille state agencies, but now compete for 
any goodies which range from grants in return for co-operation (bribes) 
and the location and naming of metro stations (ignoring better 
outcomes for their communities). 

 
Frydenberg lies about the underpinning dynamics of independent reports as well as Budgets and 
MYEFOs.  Morrison had been rejecting my repair solutions (with their high benefit/cost ratios) for 
years, and he was bushwhacked by the Corona closedowns.  Frydenberg made the mistake of 
mentioning the OECD’s Survey, which accorded with my previous and ongoing work.  Morrison 
must have wept when he read the above quote about “reviewing”. 
 
Frydenberg made the mistake of verballing the OECD.  Their report provided an excellent template 
for measuring Josh for his sackcloths. The following graphic summarises the six months of endless 
tranches, fatal post-implementation revelations, and failure to achieve priorities.  It seemed that 
the $130 billion had no logic but to take the total to the US level of percentage of annual outlays 
(40%).  At the end, childcare subsidies were removed, the need for them remains critical, yet the 
Government is too paranoid to assess my scalable and targetted option. 
 
OECD includes climate change mitigation in its target items.  The PM and Deputy PM abused 
“greenie” farmers and firies who made the mistake of knowing what they were talking about.  
Such values have been forced through the previously-professional Public Service which now has 
ideological warriors with no thinking, aka Tin Soldiers, who sit uselessly in advisory and probity 
roles – excluding wisdom, nous and innovation. 
 
As Sydney journalist Nicole Hasham put it, “... more than a decade of so-called ‘climate wars’ has left 
a policy paralysis.  Driven by short-term interests, power struggles, politicking and blind ideology, the 
nation’s leaders have fought over and dumped a raft of promising emissions-curbing measures”. 
 
These are truisms in the general media but they don’t connect it with the GSC and iA among 
others.  They don’t understand festering sores and the smashing of intergenerational equity.   
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Almost a year down the track, the national Corona management and recovery framework has 
made so little progress and has gone backwards in focus and discipline.  Berejiklian was a 
renegade but others seem to be falling back to the LCD.  OECD could not have anticipated the 
kerfuffles associated with the closure of internal borders, especially after the hapless Borders 
Minister said that Border Force cannot intervene in Border matters!  That was Clanger of the 
decade, that is, until the PM said he’s not responsible for his nursing homes as with Border 
Control. 
 
Clean Protocols for Options – RG methodologies 
 
The Federal and NSW Governments do not have savvy economic agencies, iA and iNSW are 
embedded with industry lobbies.  In Morrison’s first 4 stimulus packages, starting well before the 
bushfires and Novel Coronavirus, there were no options considered but we know they existed in 
the ether and included: 

• Option A, status quo:  muddle through behind closed doors, serial revisions, unclear 
objectives, little or no data and critical issues analyses, force opponents into gunboat 
diplomacy, throw up smokescreens about “$100 billion over 10 years” then retreat when 
whacked by forensic critique, ignore virus warning signs and thus be unprepared, persist 
with truly damaging infrastructure projects which are debt bombs, focus on idiocies like 
attacking firies and farmers out of ignorance, issue a meaningless national SMS message, 
evade Parliament, force businesses to borrow bridging cash instead of advancing the 
agreed amounts, have secret deals which undermine public processes (Baird/Gaetjens/ 
Calfas damage to Newcastle, Wollongong and “Morrison’s Backyard”), ensure LG reform is 
so inept that it cannot reoccur within 10 years (Tas, WA and NSW), befuddle media, and 
form a national cabinet to mask central confusion around inept political appointees 

• Option B:  Prepare a national economic framework as PM Menzies and economist HC 
“Nugget” Coombs did post-1945, have transparent contingency planning based on risk 
analyses and science, understand and prepare for the inevitable next rounds of bushfires 

Wind-0ut maybe

SMEs facing delayed payments 
were told to draw down 
superannuation – hang the l/t  
equity implications

20 Feb was likely date 
for release of “plan” 
under the Newcastle 
recovery model

Morrison released
• Slowest & most clumsy
• Most wasteful
• Least scalable
• Least targetted

possible payment 
vectors & processes

Berejiklian followed 
with $10 k (meagre) 
with 75% loss of 
turnover - ridiculous

Morrison forgot casuals, told 
them to queue at Centrelink. 
Early priority was corporates 

Gibbons pounded lack of - “a 
plan”, objectives, targets for 
outcomes, measurable 
Performance Indicators, 
transparency: emails, tweets, 
Facebook, sms. Included “not 
trusting NCCC” options email 
to Cabinet

23 July, Morrison 
announced his response* to 
stimulus funding:
• Tourism was invisible, RG had 

blocked it but Morrison cared 
more for his ego than for 
corporates & workers

• Social payments to be 
“tapered” – still not scalable 

• Self-certification by employers 
which was in RG’s scheme –
plagiarism was raised but not 
answered

* Again PM said it was “not ready 
yet”, 2 days from launch

Casuals

12 March 1st tranche: $17.6 b
First cash outflows – 1 May!!!

22 March 2nd tranche: $66 b, 
included 2nd pension 
supplement (RG priority, Aus 
still c 30% short of UK level), 
including “regions” which 
McCormack frittered away as 
in previous rort schemes. 
Tourism deferred to 23 July

1 APRIL SHANAHAN AND P 
KELLY FROM THE AUS AND

COOREY FROM AFR BOUGHT
FRYDENBERG’S SPIEL – there 

had been a rational process

24 May Morrison admitted 
$60 b over needs in the 
$130 b, lies abt incorrect 

survey forms

24 March, Gibbons’ 
“Budget Deception 2016-

’20”: our 13% of Govt 
Budget compared with 
40% of US equivalent, 

Morrison evidently 
panicked

The Bullshit Zone

24 April Morrison 
admitted to substantial 
errors in previous 
package, introduced a 
revised one

“Dinner” on the 26th March 
produced $130 b mayhem 

on 30th, quickly filled-in 
with childcare

January: Wuhan evac-, 
PM wants $1,000 pp

January: first case, 
flight from Wuhan

PM does NOT connect 
the dots: does not act 
or prepare, does not 
“plan”, does not pay 
for better advice

Situation after 6 months:
• No food & accommodation, 

and arts & recreation stimulus
• Housing scheme favours high-

value jobs = longer term and 
wealthier clients de facto

• Childcare came to an end but 
Govt refused to look at 
targetted voucher option 
which remains needed

• No scheme of incentives for 
SME revival, instead Berejiklian 
is free to wreck border zone 
economies

• National Cabinet has been kept 
away from “plan” and my 
matters and its health 
conclusions are ignored when 
the crap hits the propeller

• No rationale for defining red 
zones and border curtilages –
Berejiklian is reckless

• Moral wounds unhealed so PM 
guaranteed hostile criticism of 
his every move

• SMEs are afeard of uncertainty 
and Morrison is still fixated on 
loans

• Morrison yelled no at Pandemic 
leave, dithered under pressure, 
than smiled at saying yes

• Avoiding Ruby Princess inquiry 
and revealed a liar over 
handling of aged care facilities

Morrison created 
expectations of largesse

Morrison & Frydenberg again 
showed their fear of Gibbons’ 
exposures by delaying the 
Budget to October, 
restricting Parliamentary 
sessions and cancelling two 
weeks of them, and deferring 
the tourism package – the 
highest priority – to 23 July

PM is still “blundering
within the Bubble” – no
plan, no analyses and
numbers, no
understanding of reality &
empiricism. NCCC rejected
renewables and has been
thoroughly discredited.
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and bat crossover viruses, build up stocks of equipment and PPE, develop a contingency 
plan for border control + internal movements + placement of testing and hospital resources 
etc, recognise defects in Border Protection and RFS models and develop the alternatives, 
don’t make faux-marketing promises, inform media, reinstate full reporting of PIs and LG 
statistics, bring the people along with you 

• Option C – NSIP:  face an emergency with alarum, expert economist prepares Newcastle 
Strategic Infrastructure Plan (framework)  in 2 days, shares it with senior managers and 
Council – all agree, shares with all other 12 Councils in Hunter with Milton Morris – all agree, 
shares with NSW Minister for Planning Knowles – he endorses it as a model for the whole 
State.  Mesh budgets and site programs, fully engage innovative businesses through 8 
sector clusters with Council as facilitator – systematic foundation but municipal inertia 
reasserts with reversion to deficit budgeting, loss of council leadership.  NSIP was based on 
gathering data and analyses from all sources before finalising implementation details – the 
opposite of Morrison’s approach. 

We know that the treatment of casuals and local government activities has been up and down, 
again reflecting the lack of forethought.  These are all options which should have been considered 
and informed by the community, not just big businesses, seeing that it is claimed the bods had 
been on-track for weeks (which we’re entitled to question). 

 
The delays in Morrison’s scheme, which can be said to have been dunderheaded, were 
unnecessary to a large degree.   
 
Governance leadership Vs national cabinet 

 
The predominant political culture at Fed and State (NSW and SA) levels is of a fused coalition of 
mutual boosting (and weak Oppositions).  That includes their reliance on back-corridor operatives 
who have no real life experience or achievements, in fact, the greater their record of corruption of 
process and protocol, the more they are paid.  They are “virtually” violent towards independent 
thinkers.  They cannot provide quality advice, they cause problems, then they reinforce the 
problems to protect their egos.  They are unacceptable in a democracy. 

 
The National Cabinet was tied to Gaetjen’s apron strings from the beginning and minutes have not 
leaked so we have to assume they failed to address a positive way out of the crisis.  So in addition 
to the policy and process improvements outlined in the above download (c), here is an initiative to 
make national Budget decisionmaking more relevant (it includes aspects I introduced in the State 
Government to the praise of the then head of Treasury, Professor Percy Allan): 

• update reports and community-based data series (with ABS etc) which will guide "targetting" 
- spatial and sector areas needing early intervention vs those doing well (in document) 

• a special advisory panel, Stimulus Recovery Monitoring Panel or SRMP, well away from the 
NCC under Gaetjens and the BCA and Australian Industry Group, representative of SME 
activities across various sectors, retired but still connected, accountable for probity. In NSW I 
based monthly reports on +/- exception foci and that will predominate, but action line items 
will be critical 

• a new statutory instrument called MEEFYO or "month end economic and financial outlook", 
this to get Treasury off its butt and away from its beehive, using the monthly inputs to the 
full, engaging councils and communities. It will consolidate into MYEFO and the Budgets on 
the current proper 6/12-month basis 

• active auditing by the ANAO and state and territory bodies to reduce waste and ensure 
probity (better than JobKeeper's). 
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The reality of flexibility, scalability and rapidity will be met through these initiatives, which might 
well be improved through agency and community engagement.  There is much more as you will find. 

The Treasurer released his July 23 “decision” on 21 July, the heat is on.  It is a crippling failure as 
will be explained in the full booklet.  Stimulus should be about healing and rejuvenating, not 
putting band-aids on self-inflicted bruises. 
 
The PM cannot say “infrastructure is stimulus” if he ignores infrastructure disasters in his own 
electorate ,which is a low performer in food and accommodation, arts and recreation.  He said the 
stimulus is to be “in the following few months” which means NOW if “stimulus” is to be credible.  
Existing areas need a kick-up before we can ease up.  That includes strong local “safeways” and 
genuine stimulus and compensation payments, so they stop jerking businesses around. 
 
Corona means areas will close, re-open and be threatened again:  closure is a rare thing usually 
associated with bushfire, flood and environmental disaster, but Corona is “invisible” and 
extremely dangerous.  Moreover, governments are used to treating classes of beneficiaries such 
as through tax concessions – where relative merit (neediness) is not material.  So “scalable” will 
be the key concept;  and the Governments have to understand that on/off is likely to be the norm. 
 
Sustainability of Sydney  
 
There are similar issues in Melbourne, this analyst being the other one active in promoting 
intergenerational equity. 
 
First, Berejiklian and Turnbull have joined Labor’s sad scheme to promote a Western Metro and 
defeat Greiner’s and Christie’s mainline upgrading option which would be faster, cheaper and 
more effective.   

My proposal to put a loop in at Badgerys would give it the best transit support in the world.  
I have forced some window-dressing on Faster Rail and limited strengthening but they are 
farcical.  This is about to explode as a CRITICAL FAILURE POINT in Sydney’s history. 

 

Second, the WS City Deal was poorly designed, manipulated mercilessly, led to $100 million to a 
mate to do a false business case, and cut-off the South West, Illawarra and Port Kembla.   

THIS IS ANOTHER CRITICAL FAILURE POINT.  The Badgerys Airport is to have a metro 
shuttle with forced changeovers at St Marys, a repetition of Berejiklian’s $30 billion error on 
the NW Rail.  In both cases, the blunder became an imperative to ratchet-up the base into a 
Chinese monolith based on NSW taxpayers’ subsidies.  This is a BIG LIE twinset. 

 

Third, WestConnex is about to dump 20,000 more vehicles per day on the Anzac Bridge and 
Berejiklian is refusing all local transit schemes lest her Metro obsession be threatened.   

She does not understand the differences between congestion reduction through local 
transit, and long-distance fast transit remote from localities.  This includes the Goanna 
Transit Bridge which Urban Growth tried to steal in 2015 – extensive peer reviewing 
produced the observation, that “it should have been done long ago”.  This is the opposite 
of Turnbull’s promise:  “Infrastructure should be assessed objectively and rationally on its 
merits. There is no place for ideology here at all.”  Yet he has funded the still-mythical West 
Metro.  That Labor supports it is a really bright justification. 

 

Fourth, following on, Berejiklian is chasing flying pigs where the Beaches Peninsula needs a 
practical, affordable and appropriate scheme.   
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Baird’s actions in 2008 over the BRT strategy he had asked me to prepare was the first 
major IP theft and disaster as a workable scheme would be in place now but for his actions.  
There has been no resolution despite years of my reasonable attempts to settle.   
 

The rockabilly circus went like this.  The actions from 2012 over a tunnel from Warringah 
Road and the Link with WestConnex were without proper due diligence.  The 
announcement on 16 March ’17 was CBD-centric, not Rozelle.  Berejiklian’s announcement 
of $77 million to geotech and $17.6 million for route planning at The Spit three weeks before 
the 2017 North Shore and Manly by-elections was known by me (and as advised previously) 
to be wasteful and typical of “Labor’s planning stench”.  I had since had my beliefs 
confirmed by a leak from the Geotech team.  Now we have a surreptitious abandonment of 
a tunnel and re-imposition of the sunken caisson (or “tube”) approach I had warned would 
be necessary.  That belief was justified through my involvement in the Harbour Tunnel in 
the 1970s and Anzac Metro in the 2000s.  It remains the case that the Government’s 
approach is long-term and high-risk, and will damage the Peninsula’s lifestyle quality 
through over-densification and crippling induced demand on road space.  My scheme 
remains as a faster, cheaper and more effective solution. 

 

Fifth, Berejiklian has re-created WAinc within her own Department and this is preventing the 
development of a proper City Plan.   

It is also politically dangerous and commercially unwise as Berejiklian showed she was 
willing to give up Google for idiosyncratic motives and now she controls dozens of 
development sites under a “development compact” model from GSC which breaks 
accepted planning practices (below)..  This is a “climate conducive to corruption”.  A report 
in the SMH on 2 August regarding an ICAC inquiry included “One project about which Mr 
Maguire made numerous representations was a planning proposal at 124-142 Beamish Street, 
Campsie. The land owner, Joe Alha, started purchasing the site in early 2014. Mr Alha’s 
expectation was that the site would soon be rezoned as plans for the development of the 
Bankstown rail line were put in effect.”   

 

Berejiklian’s Metros are largely inspired by Hong Kong’s MTR and their model was 
described in an SMH story in Dec ’15:  “The company turns billions of dollars in profit and 
funds the construction and maintenance of rail lines by building and managing thousands of 
high rise apartments and shopping malls near or above train stations.  MTR's interest is not 
unrequited.  Premier Mike Baird and Transport Minister Andrew Constance have, according to 
their diaries, met with MTR representatives in Australia and federal Cities Minister Jamie 
Briggs visited the company's Hong Kong headquarters in recent weeks…. MTR's approach in 
Hong Kong has been criticised by some, including AECOM's Asia Pacific executive director of 
buildings and places, Guy Perry, who labelled their residential developments "fortresses" that 
were geared towards profit.” 

 

Sydney’s great reform phase was based on transit supporting a housing program which is 
what is needed now.  GSC has been doing the opposite, producing mayhem such as 67 
high-rises in Campsie alone, which in turn led to widespread freezes (after earlier failures 
along Anzac Pde and Parramatta Rd).   

 
Sixth, the whole logistics and mercantile basis of the NSW economy is dying. 

• Newcastle has a distorting Baird secret levy which benefits the Botany/Moorebank 
monopoly, and no infrastructure access strategy.  Its management consistently mislead the 
community and AFR 
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• Turnbull had a Calfas Panel strategy to reinforce Botany’s monopoly at the expense of 
mercantile and freight sustainability, and overrule communities contrary to the proposed 
social licence approach 

• Botany is nearing saturation and not one industry agency or association has done proper 
calculations, the timing to spill tonnage is within the lead time for replacement operations.  
Turnbull’s $400 million will put not one more train on the tracks – that’s the reality of 
engineering & economics 

• Kembla has been cut-off by the WS City Deal blunder and hits a commuter rail crunch in 
2020 and coal crunch by 2031, with no corrective programs within those tight lead times 

• Inland Rail is incomplete and has lost a NSW seabord trade foundation 

• NSW Ministers are unresponsive and seemingly irresponsible.  Industry bodies are 
leaderless and rudderless. 

 

Websites 
 

There is a massive level of evidentiary and analytical work behind this brochure, reflected in an 
omnibus volume that is next off the ranks.  The weblinks of most relevance (usually covered over 
several specialised pages) are: 

Plagiarism https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/the-evil-of-plagiarism & 
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/cruelty-%26-deceit & this reflects Berejiklian’s 
deliberate conspiracy to destroy my IP https://sydneybetrayals.me/betrayal-of-google-
goanna/  

Value Proposition https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/the-value-proposition & 
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/save-sydney-the-guide & 
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/reform-toref & https://sydneybetrayals.me/west-
metro-mirage/ & https://sydneybetrayals.me/betraying-men-of-league-mark-hughes-
foundation-indigenous-nrl/  

Strategic Direction https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/pm-morrisons-challenge  

Intergenerational Equity https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/prejudicing-generations  

Corona economics and my pioneering work on community resilience (a balanced medico-
economic continuity including Frydenberg’s errors) – stimulus-stupidity.com  & 
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/righteous-blame 

Trump’s Australia https://sydneybetrayals.me/trumps-australia/ & 
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/the-bubble-or-egosphere & 
https://sydneybetrayals.me/betraying-the-chinese/  

Loss of governance integrity https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/standards-%26-the-
aus-15ers & https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/tim-fischer-betrayed & 
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/misusing-bradfields-name & 
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/staples-%26-glazebrook-duds & 
https://sydneybetrayals.me/morrison-morals-bubblegum/ & 
https://sydneybetrayals.me/deceiving-bankstown-liverpool-all-lgas/  

Frydenberg’s manipulations of Budgets and his chronic errors 
https://sydneybetrayals.me/budget-fed-nsw-blues/ & 
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/josh-myefo-blues. 
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Berejiklian’s crypto-fascist philosophies https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/crypto-
fascist-gsc-%26-ia  

Berejiklian’s project distortions and mistakes/deceits (samples, there are dozens) 
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/bairdijiklian-big-lies & 
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/gsc-densification-charade & 
https://sydneybetrayals.me/northern-beaches-catastrophe/ & 
https://sydneybetrayals.me/tram-violence-on-newcastle-parramatta-green-square/ & 
https://sydneybetrayals.me/cbd-tram-betrayal/ & https://sydneybetrayals.me/betraying-
pm-morrison/ & https://sydneybetrayals.me/westconnex-betrayals/  

Bushfires https://sydneybetrayals.me/bushfires-win-or-lose/ & 
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/bushfire-risks  

Defeat of Greiner’s 2012 reforms https://sydneybetrayals.me/decapitation-of-greiner-in-
insw/  

Stupidity of fast rail schemes https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/labor-%26-coalition-
vft & https://sydneybetrayals.me/clara-false-faster-rail/  

Ports https://sydneybetrayals.me/the-botany-club-bad-bad-monopoly/ & 
https://thinkinglogicallogistics.info/the-blunders & https://sydneybetrayals.me/deceitful-
super-tax-on-newcastle-container-imex/  

Sports rorts https://sydneybetrayals.me/morrisons-moral-chasm-marinagate/ 

 

These websites reflect the quality of the work in the books and in ongoing campaigns to force the 
governments to face their  responsibilities.  Most have been updated in materials which have not 
been posted given the intensity of the times and magnitude of the ongoing blundering and 
deceits. 

 

 

 

 

Copyright  - the IP associated with this brochure is fully protected and and has an 
assessed value of $100 million which is the amount Baird, Turnbull, Morrison and 

Berejiklian assigned to preferred consultants’ work on a PR brochure.   

Infringement will see an immediate invoice for that amount. 


